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WINTER IS HERE!
Every year, skydivers from all over Alberta (and all over
Canada) find themselves facing the same conundrum: Winter
is here, and skydiving season in Alberta is over for another
year. What to do?
Many of us head south for fun in the sun skydiving trips.
Whether you’re going to Arizona for the Canadian Invasion,
Perris Valley for Christmas, or even further South, we’ve got
some valuable information for you, from Events to Travel
Insurance tips.
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You’ll also find some information about upcoming ASPA
events and ways you can help. I encourage everyone to come
to the ASPA AGM in March, 2013, and make your voice
heard.
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Mondial Dubai

Have fun and stay safe this winter!
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NCCP DATABASE
The CSPA Ratings Processor, Phil Perry, now
has access to the NCCP Database.
Any Coach 1’s or Coach 2’s who have noticed
any issues with their NCCP information
through the “Locker Room” at
https://nccp.coach.ca/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=/

can contact Phil at ratings@cspa.ca to have the
information/coaching transcripts changed.
Any new coaches who are still waiting on their
NCCP CC# so they can do the on-line Ethics
Module can also contact Phil at ratings@cspa.ca.

Picture by Jeff McDonald

SSI COURSE 2013
Do you want to teach First Jump Course? Get
up close and personal with people experiencing
the joy of skydiving for the first time?
There will be an SSI Course running at
Edmonton Skydive Center over the 2013
Victoria Day Weekend, May 18 – 20, 2013.
Course Facilitators will be Scott Mceown and
Phil Perry. This will likely be the only SSI
Course in Western Canada in 2013.
Please contact Phil at pperry@nait.ca if you are
interested in taking the course.
Team Sexy Plus
Picture by Tina Connolly
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Team Hope & Grope
Picture by Bruce Rhoades

Picture by Andrew Donald

Team Last Minute
Picture: Tina’s camera

NEW FOR 2012: SEMINARS!
This year, ASPA did something new. With
the support of our funders, the Alberta Sport,
Recreation, Parks & Wildlife Foundation, we
helped run seminars around the province.
Four, to be exact.

This was an exciting chance to train with
Kirk Vanzanky and Brian Pangburn. Ten
participants made 24 jumps, which
provided an excellent chance to improve
their skills.

In May, Eden North ran a big-way skills
camp. Thirteen participants made 11 jumps,
learning big-way skills. In July Eden North
hosted a 4-way FS camp. Thirteen jumpers
took advantage of low fees, subsidised by
ASPA, to improve their 4-way skills with
Monique Andrie and Aidan Walters.

In all, ASPA spent just over $3,100.00 on
seminars, and it was money well spent. If
there is a seminar you’d like to see at your
home DZ, talk to your DZO! Edmonton
Skydive is already planning a CP camp
early in the spring, with Sean La Rose
organising. These seminars can happen
anywhere, and take all sorts of forms. If
you have ideas, let us know!

Also in July, an advanced CRW camp was
held at Eden North.

ASPA wants to give you money!
CoP and Ratings Subsidy Reminder
Every year, jumpers achieve a CoP or a rating, and don’t send in
their subsidy application. We see their names in CanPara and
wonder why they didn’t take advantage of this program. This is
real money bro’, and we’re giving it away!
If you have finished your ‘A’ or ‘B’ CoP this season, get your
subsidy application in to the office ASAP! If you know someone
who has finished but may not know about the subsidy, tell them!
Ditto for anyone who has completed a rating recently.
Send in your subsidy application!
The forms are available at www.aspa.ca Get on it! Unless, of
course, you don’t want a $200.00 cheque in the mail...
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President: Dale Good
Dale has been on the BoD since 2011, and
took over as President in 2012. Dale has
1200 jumps, an d calls Eden North home. He
is a C1, C2, Tandem, Jumpmaster and PFF. A
man o f many talents!

Vice President: Jay Rechner
Jay joined the ASPA BoD in September 2012, and
we are very grateful to have him on board!
Jay h as about 250 jumps, is a C1, and calls
Edmonton Skydive Centre his home. We hope to
see Jay at more Alberta dropzones next
season . Say hi when you see him!

Treasurer: Jill McAllister
Jill has been Treasurer since 2010,
and we don’t kn ow what we would
do without her! At 1 50 jumps, Jill’s
home dropzone is Eden North, but she
anticipates vi siting more Alberta
dropzones next season.

Secretary: Izzy Tremblay
Izzy joined the board in February 2012. She
is also edi tor and desi gner of the ASPA
newsletter. Her home dropzo ne is Eden
North, and she is a C1, C2 and SSI. She
hopes to visit as many Alberta dropzones
as she can next season and make lots of
new skydiving f riends!
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By Tina Connolly
The 2012 Alberta Skydiving Provincial
Competition has come and gone. 82 people
registered and jumped from the King Air, and
11 loads flew in the AS350 helicopter. Other
people came to visit. While poor weather kept
other DZ’s on the ground, we were rockin’ it at
Big Sky!

Darren, the omnipresent DZO: Darren, thanks
for hosting the 2012 Provincials! You made it
happen, I know that there is an amazing
amount of work to prepare, and you nailed it!
Thank you for all you did, and for all the work
of your manifest. I know we probably drove
them nuts, but they accommodated our bizarre
competition needs.

Who were the people of the
2012 Provincials?

Our LO’s: Ky and Matt kept the freeflyers
freeflying. Peter Kozak ran a tight CP ship!
And Dom Bricault, the Most Amazing
Wingsuit Organiser. The wingsuits almost took
over the whole show! Dom was an easy choice
for Volunteer of the Year, he went over and
above at every turn.

In no particular order …
Ian Harrop: Against his common sense, he took
on the role of Meet Head. Not an easy task!
The Meet Head has to be all knowing, be
everywhere, have a third eye in the back of the
head, a sixth sense to see what needs doing, and
the stamina to do it all. And he did! The
weather played havoc with the competition plan,
and he adjusted on the run. When the first
round of classic accuracy ended up in a far
away barley field, Ian adjusted. When the CP
competitors wanted to run distance and zone,
Ian made it work. Whatever the challenge, Ian
made it work!

The video flyers. Most of them only missed a
few points… you know we love you all!
Anthony Gelany took this year’s Most
Promising Videographer award.
The pilots, of course, rocked! We didn’t see
much of you, other than the back of your head
in the pilot seat, and around the fire, but you
are all superstars. Nick Beale, our jump pilot,
and Bryce and Bruno, the helicopter guys,
probably think we’re all a little bit crazy.

Our judges this year were Vera Asquith, Barb
Davies, and Gorana Mihajlovic. They did their
usual superb job! The Alberta Provincials are
not exactly competition ‘by the book’, and the
judges are flexible and all around awesome!
We work them hard, and they keep smiling and
coming back for more!

And of course, the competitors: We ran Classic
and Sport Accuracy; CP Distance and Zone
Accuracy; 4-Way FS; and 2-Way freefly. We
saw some great scores and brilliant
sportsmanship! The competitive spirit makes
the Provincials come alive.

Jeff Grimshaw, the Most Amazing chef at Big
Sky Café: Ask anyone who ate there, I bet they
say they’ve never had DZ food quite like his.
And that banquet! I needed a spare stomach…
so good!

The Alberta Provincials are more than a sum of
their parts. Competition. Boogie. Socialising.
A chance to catch up with old friends, make
new ones, and now and then, to hang on to the
edge of a helicopter door and then just let go…
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Classic Accuracy

Canopy Piloting

1 stnd Eileen	
  Vaughn
2 rd 	
  Rich	
  Knott	
  
3 Dmitru	
  Streza	
  

Distance

1 stnd	
  Peter	
  Kozak	
  	
  
2 rd 	
  Thumper	
  
3 	
  Chris	
  Day	
  	
  

	
  

4-Way

	
  

1 stnd	
  Hope	
  and	
  Grope	
  	
  
2 rd 	
  Last	
  Minute	
  
3 Sexy	
  Plus	
  

Zone Accur acy

1 stnd	
  Mat	
  Mason	
  
2 rd 	
  TIE:	
  Sean	
  LaRose;	
  Kelsey	
  Fry;	
  Chris	
  Day	
  	
  	
  	
  
3 	
  Peter	
  Kozak	
  	
  

	
  

Freefly

	
  

1 nd	
  Ultra	
  Mega	
  Extreme	
  
2 rd 	
  Big	
  Sky	
  Boz	
  
3 	
  Boosef	
  
st

Overall

1 stnd	
  Peter	
  Kozak	
  
2 rd 	
  Chris	
  Day	
  
3 	
  Sean	
  LaRose

	
  

Sport Accuracy

1ndst 	
  Kris	
  Pearson	
  
2 rd 	
  Anthony	
  Gellany	
  
3 	
  Reed	
  Anderson	
  
	
  

	
  

EXCITING NEWS FOR COMPETITORS!
Gather your competitive spirit, find some
teammates, and join the fun! ASPA will be
sponsoring a 4-way competition in 2013! With
great incentives and prizes for competitors
and videographers alike, we hope you’ll join
us next year and get a team together for
some 4-way fun.
More details to follow soon. Stay tuned…
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MEET YOUR ASPA PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
TINA CONNOLLY

Name: Tina Connolly
Years in the sport: 11
Number of jumps: 775
Type of equipment: Safire1 in a Talon FS, Cypres
Ratings Held: C1, C2, SSI
Home Drop Zone: Eden North
Why did you start skydiving? I've been an '”air spirit” all my life. I
had flying dreams for as long as I can remember. I did my first jump for my 30th
birthday, at a time when I needed to break out of a HUGE life rut. I had no idea just how much
skydiving would re-invent my life.
Tell us about your first jump… Fairly typical IAD. Arch? Count? Nah, I just tried to swim back
to the plane.
What do you love most about this sport? The
friends, the clarity, and the freedom.
What are your future skydiving plans? PFF, as
soon as I feel I'm ready. Lots more 4-way. And
maybe dabble a bit in something new, like
accuracy or CRW.
What are your most memorable jumps?
Picture by Kelly Enns

Exiting solo from a Cessna, and watching 4 acrobatic Swift planes in
formation trailing smoke as they all flew away.
My first birdman jump. I was so nervous, but it went fine, except for landing WAY off, on a
golf course.
A truly wicked 4-Way with Max, Andrew and Tom in Arizona, we turned more points than I'd
ever turned before or since, it was magic.
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ARIZONA INVASION
January 4 TO 20, 2013
If you have joined us before, you know what the Invasion is like and that
it has only gotten better. If this is your first invasion, there is no better way
to get started at the world’s most prolific drop zone. Our personnel will
get you registered, waivered, gear checked, manifested and jumping!
We will help organize you on loads, set you up with coaches, help you
with gear and even help you get licensed if required.
Our goal is to help our new jumpers safely enjoy their introduction to the
larger world of skydiving and to help the more experienced jumpers get as much
enjoyment as possible out of every jump. We endeavor to help everyone get the most
value for their skydiving dollar.
During the two weeks, we will organize mini competitions, give seminars, introduce
you to the wind tunnel and generally keep you skydiving, learning and having fun.
Please send us an email at info@edennorth.com if you are interested in attending this
year's invasion. If you send us an email we will follow up with all calendar particulars
and pricing.
Hope you can join us in the sun!

2013 ARIZONA INVASION

4
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Arrival

Open Day
Get
acquainted

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
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7

8

9

10

11

12

Novice
License
Preparation

Canopy
Course

Novice RW
Seminar &
coaching

Novice
coaching

Free Fly
seminar and
coaching

Free Fly
specific
coaching

Skydive AZ
appreciation
night free
beer & dogs
3 Way
Scrambles

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Open Day

4 WAY camp

4 WAY camp

4 WAY camp

8 Way Fun

20 WAY
camp

20 WAY
camp

20
FAREWELL
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DROPZONE LISTINGS
Skydive Big
Sky

Edmonton Skydive
CENTER

403-505-5867
info@skydivebigsky.ca
www.skydivebigsky.ca

780-884-5867
www.edmontonskydive.com

Alberta Skydivers

Eden North

403-947-3904
dz@albertaskydivers.com
www.albertaskydivers.com

780-489-9000
info@edennorth.com
www.edennorth.com

Vertical
Extreme
Skydiving
403-968-4687

www.verticalextremeskydiving.com

Associated Skydiving Schools and Clubs
Calgary Parachute Club

Skydivers 'R' Us

Calgary

Stony Plain

calgaryparachuteclub@yahoo.ca

skydiversrus.com
780-235-8263
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TRAVEL INSURANCE: WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
Every year, Canadian skydivers leave the land of
ice and snow and head south for some fun and
skydives in the sun. Whether you’re going for a
week, a month, or the entire winter, make sure you
have adequate travel medical insurance. No one
wants to think of accidents, especially doing
something we love. But it’s better to be prepared
for an accident and never have to use it, than to
think “it can’t happen to me” and find yourself with
thousands of dollars in medical bills. There can
also be other costs associated with skydiving
accidents, such as repatriation, travel costs for
family members, and other bills.

Other policies may have exclusions for any
skydiving as a profession (coach jumps, video
jumps, courses you are teaching), not just
competition. It’s so important to read your specific
policy, and ask your insurance agent for
clarification. Each insurance company may also
provide different policies, so make sure you get the
one that is right for you.
AMA offers a policy which covers skydiving as
well, but they do not cover accidents if you are
skydiving in a professional capacity. Mountain
Equipment Co-op (“MEC”) members can access
insurance through The Co-operators Insurance
Company, and they will also cover skydiving.
Check each specific policy for specifics.

I often hear the “I can’t afford it” excuse when it
comes to travel medical insurance. Travel medical
insurance is more affordable than you think. You
can get a plan which will cover you for an entire
year (length of absences and maximum number of
trips varies, check your specific policy) for as low
as around a hundred bucks a year. And if you only
want short-term policies, they may be even
cheaper, only dollars per day.

The above information is not intended to serve as
insurance advice, but rather, to give information
about options when choosing medical travel
insurance. It’s up to you, the individual, to perform
your due diligence and gather as much information
as you can when choosing an insurance company
for your medical travel needs. Your best bet is to
speak directly with a travel agent or insurance
agent, and get a copy of the policy beforehand,
and read it through thoroughly, asking any
questions you may have before you purchase.

Our Provincial health care plans will not cover
medical expenses outside of Canada. You can
buy travel medical insurance pretty much
anywhere, but are you buying the right kind? A
recent conversation alerted me to the fact that
sometimes people have insurance coverage
already, whether it’s through their credit cards,
work benefit plan, or the like, but they don’t know
for sure that it would cover you in the event of a
skydiving accident. Not all travel medical insurance
plans are created equal. When it comes to medical
travel insurance, what they won’t cover is often
more important than what they will.

The information in this article is current at time
of print however please check your specific
policy with your insurance agent when you
purchase for up to date information. ASPA
takes NO responsibility for any coverage
issues or lack of coverage in any insurance
policy.

Ned Ambrus
Izzy Tremblay

We’ve looked into a few different companies, and
with respect to RBC Insurance and TIC Travel
insurance, when you buy an out of country medical
insurance policy (and both companies have
OTHER types of policies) with both, skydiving is
COVERED. The only exception is if you are
competing as a profession (and those are the
key words). Competing as a guest or weekend
warrior is fine, but if you make your living being a
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2012 WORLD PARACHUTING CHAMPTIONSHIPS, DUBAI

By Sean La Rose
The 2012 World Parachuting Championships of
Canopy Piloting have come to a close, and two
Albertans were in Dubai as part of the Canadian
delegation. Peter Kozak and I both made the journey
to compete at the Mondial. The competition
officially got underway on December 29th after a
couple practice jumps in the preceding days. The
meet consisted of the standard three rounds each of
speed, distance and accuracy, forgoing the freestyle
event that had been part of the Dubai International
Parachuting Championships of the past. Neither of
us were new to the DZ at Dubai, each having
competed there before. This year’s event went
significantly faster than previous years, partly due to
the fact that the classic accuracy competition was
relocated to another landing area while CP was in
progress, and partly because of much better
weather than we had seen in the past. That being
said, we did manage to catch what some locals
called the first rainstorm they’d seen in two years!
The meet took only four days to complete, and for
the most part ran smoothly. There was the
usual constant changing of events and
long waits in the boarding area, but all in
all it went pretty well. We both placed the
best in speed, with Kozak finishing 23rd
(48th overall) and myself at 76th (104th
overall). The meet was a lot of fun; we met
a lot of new people, hung out with a
bunch of old friends, and saw a very
interesting part of the world. I sincerely
urge anyone with an interest to begin
competing in skydiving. It is an amazing
gateway to experiences you wouldn’t
otherwise get.

Psst…
Hey, Alberta skydivers!! Headed to California this winter?
Perris valley is offering $22.00 jump tickets to Alberta
CSPA members !
Just show your CSPA card and save until March 1 st , 2013 !
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2013 ASPA AGM
The 2013 ASPA AGM will be held in Edmonton, on
Saturday, March 16, 2013, at NAIT. The building and
room number will be announced via the ASPA website,
Facebook, and by email, or contact us directly. Board
positions up for election this year are: Secretary
and President. We will also be looking for
people who want to volunteer for ASPA in any
capacity they can, including Dropzone Reps.
Come on out and have your voice heard!

ASPA is looking for Dropzone Reps!!
Last year ASPA introduced the DZ Rep to Alberta. The DZ Rep is your liaison
with ASPA at your local dropzone. They help facilitate equipment usage
from ASPA, help set up seminars and organize courses and seminars at
the various dropzones. Each dropzone has an ASPA whiteboard, which
is your source for news information from ASPA, and will be
continuously updated with seminar, course information and other
ASPA news.
This year ASPA is looking for people to fill that position. Is that
person you? Are you active at your local DZ? Do you want to help
your Association do more for Alberta Skydivers? Then this might be
the job for you!!

THANK YOU:
ASPA receives funding from:
Alberta Sport, Recreation, Parks & Wildlife Foundation
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